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Model Number: AB113
Hydroforce AB113 Stainless Steel Grout Brush for Tile Cleaning 5 Inches
Manufacturer: HydroForce
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5 Inch Stainless Steel Grout Brush
Our most aggressive grout brush yet!

Every once in a while a tool comes along that makes your job so much easier you
wonder how you ever lived without it. This is one of those tools. The stainless steel
grout brush will easily clean up stains you either thought were permanent or had to
use harsh cleaners to remove. Paint? No problem. It&rsquo;ll cut right through it and
won&rsquo;t damage grout. Embedded oil and grease? After a few strokes the tile
will look like new. The bristles are stiff enough to dig deep into the pores in grout and
scrub out dirt, yet soft and pliant enough that they don&rsquo;t damage or tear out
grout.
The stainless steel brush won&rsquo;t rust, so you don&rsquo;t have to worry about
leaving orange stains on grout, and is easily cleaned up.

Brush head is 5" long, 3.5" high and 0.5" wide
Bristles are 0.5" long and 3 rows 0.5" wide
Connects to any standard threaded handle
Brush head is replaceable once bristles are worn out
Stainless steel bristles are stronger than plastic
Bristles fit more uniformly into grout channels
Does not damage stone or ceramic tiles
Fast and easy to use. Simply wet grout with cleaner, scrub and rinse.
Caution: Do not use on dry grout as this may remove a thin layer of grout.
Rinse the brush with clean water after each use to remove any chemicals.
Should brush create black streaks on floor then keep tile and grout wet until you
mop or extract. The black marks are easy to remove.
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Need a handle attatchment for this part?
www.steam-brite.com/store/metaltip-threaded-broom-handle-overall-length-p-5719.ht
ml

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 13 April, 2015
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